The Operational Sustainability, LLC® (OS) **OESuite™ Waste Management Module** (WMM) allows companies to manage hazardous and non-hazardous waste. Users can create containers, profile waste streams, create manifests, track container movements (i.e., 90 day RCRA storage concern), and track shipments. From cradle to grave, OS allows you to track waste throughout the entire lifecycle and identify opportunities to reduce wastes and overall costs.

**The OESuite Waste Management Module can support all aspects of your waste program including:**

- Waste profiles and vendor approvals
- Containers movements including barcodes and RFID for tracking of inventories
- One or multiple identical shipments
- Generate specific uniform hazardous waste manifests and bills of lading
- Waste label creation
- Storage area limits, inventories, and inspections
- Transportation, Storage and Disposal Facility (TSDF) information
- Disposal methods, waste treatment, and waste minimization
- Preparation of management cost tracking and regulatory reports, including the Biennial Regulatory Report and the SARA 313 reporting
- Automated email alerts for aging containers, waste profile renewals, and manifest returns
- SARA313 and biennial reporting
- Cost accounting and tracking

**Extended OESuite™ Modules**

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.